Designed To Accommodate Changes.
CrossOver can be used for everyday walking and with simple additions/adjustments can be used for low and high activity sports.

Take A Walk On The Wild Side.
Walking knees are good for walking only and sport knees are not good for walking. That’s a big problem for the user with real life transitions from one activity to the next. CrossOver bridges that gap, the world’s first hybrid knee that delivers high performance in all activities.

Adapts To You. No Tools Required.
You will be amazed at what you can do with this knee! CrossOver allows you to make adjustments on the spot with no tools. Shred the hill and then walk to the lodge! CrossOver’s got all daily aspects of your life covered.

Demo A CrossOver Knee Today!
You or patient can evaluate this extensible knee for 10 days before committing to a purchase. Apply today. Supplies are limited.

Infinite Possibilities.